Braided Selves Collected Essays On
Multiplicity God And Persons
Eventually, you will agreed discover a new experience and success by spending
more cash. yet when? accomplish you undertake that you require to acquire
those every needs past having significantly cash? Why dont you attempt to get
something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will guide you to
understand even more not far off from the globe, experience, some places,
taking into account history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your no question own epoch to enactment reviewing habit. along with
guides you could enjoy now is Braided Selves Collected Essays On Multiplicity
God And Persons below.

Shared Wisdom Pamela Cooper-White
Understanding one's personal issues
and emotional reactions- one's
braided-selves-collected-essays-on-multiplicity-god-and-persons

"countertransference"- has long been
recognized as a core competency in
ministry. Now new understandings of
intersubjectivity, mutual influence,
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shared wisdom (both conscious and
unconscious), and multicultural
dynamics in the caring relationship
are bringing promising new
possibilities and challenges to
pastoral practice. Employing these
insights, in this groundbreaking book
Pamela Cooper-White offers a new
relational paradigm for pastoral
assessment and theological
reflection. She uses the caregiver's
own responses and feelings as a
primary instrument for deepening
discernment and better care. She
innovatively combines postmodern,
psychoanalytic, and theological
perspectives with illuminating case
studies to illustrate this new use of
the self in pastoral care,
counseling, and psychotherapy.
Fragments for Fractured Times Nicola
Slee 2020-09-30 If ever a period of
braided-selves-collected-essays-on-multiplicity-god-and-persons

time felt ‘fractured’ it is now.
Whichever way we turn, we witness the
dismembering and fracturing of many
previously taken for granted
realities, with maps and borders –
physical and metaphorical – being
redrawn before our eyes. What place
for the feminist practical theologian
in such a climate? “In Fragments for
Fractured Times”, one of the world’s
leading feminist practical
theologians, Nicola Slee, brings
together 15 years of papers,
articles, talks and sermons, many of
them previously unpublished.
Collected from diverse times, places,
settings and occasions, Slee offers
an introduction to each fragment,
“holding it up to the light and
examining its size, shape, texture
and pattern”. Drawing on a wide and
diverse range of her writing, Slee
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demonstrates the richness and variety
of feminist practical theological
writing. What feminist theology
brings to the table of scholarly
thinking and embodied practice is,
she suggests, something creative,
artful, prophetic as well as playful
– a resource for Christian living and
thinking in fractured times.
The Cry of Tamar Pamela Cooper-White
2012-09-01 In this comprehensive,
practical, and gripping assessment of
various forms of violence against
women, Pamela Cooper-White challenges
the Christian churches to examine
their own responses to the cry of
Tamar in our time. She describes
specific forms of such violence and
outlines appropriate pastoral
responses. The second edition of this
groundbreaking work is thoroughly
updated and examines not only where
braided-selves-collected-essays-on-multiplicity-god-and-persons

the church has made progress since
1995 but also where women remain at
unchanged or even greater risk of
violence.
Psychological Hermeneutics for
Biblical Themes and Text J. Harold
Ellens 2012-05-03 For centuries
scholars have been developing ways of
studying the bible, through exegesis,
historical critique, literary
critique, form criticism, and
narrative analysis. During the last
half century new theoretical
approaches have come to the fore.
Psychological Hermeneutics takes as
its starting point the text itself,
and its context - the dynamics of the
human document created, the person(s)
who authored the text, the original
audience for which it was intended,
the subsequent audiences to which it
spoke, and the factors that were at
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play behind, in, and in front of the
text. The contributions to this
volume examine the growth of
Psychological Hermeneutics as a
discipline within biblical studies.
The book is structured in two parts.
The first assesses the approach taken
by Wayne G. Rollins, one of the
pioneers of this field. The second
provides applications of Rollins'
approach. The result is a book which
presents a state-of-the-art survey of
the discipline and development of
Psychological Hermeneutics over the
last thirty years.
Christianity & Psychoanalysis Earl D.
Bland 2014-03-11 The past 30 years
has seen a theoretical and clinical
renaissance in psychoanalysis, as
well as a flourishing of Christian
engagement in the fields of
psychology and anthropology. This
braided-selves-collected-essays-on-multiplicity-god-and-persons

volume of essays stages a new
conversation between Christianity and
psychoanalysis that opens up new ways
of thinking about the rich mosaic of
human experience.
Midwifing--A Womanist Approach to
Pastoral Counseling Myrna ThurmondMalone 2019-08-01 Midwifing—A
Womanist Approach to Pastoral
Counseling: Investigating the
Fractured Self, Slavery, Violence,
and the Black Woman, is an
investigation of intergenerational
trauma. Exploring the impact of
slavery, violence, racism, sexism,
classism, and other isms on the self
of the Black woman. This examination
of the complexity of pain speaks to
the multidimensional reality of some
Black women and the necessity for a
therapeutic technique that invites
the fullness of the Black woman’s
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historical narrative. Dr. ThurmondMalone’s work exposes hidden pain in
a safe and sacred space that speaks
to the deep-rooted anguish
experienced through generations of
Black women and invites her readers
to understand the necessity for a
rebirthing to occur. This work also
empowers women of African descent to
become unarmored through the naming,
claiming, and reauthoring of their
story, and empowers therapists to
become midwives adept at empathizing
with the intense pain carried by some
Black women. Lastly, the book
provides clinicians with insight into
how to become midwives capable of
holding the accounts of Black women
while illustrating the author’s
approach as a method of
interdependence, communal, and
cultural competency. Taking an
braided-selves-collected-essays-on-multiplicity-god-and-persons

analytical look at the counselee’s
past then births hope for their
future as a whole and transformative
self.
Many Voices Pamela Cooper-White 2007
This book is a full scale
disciplinary framework for pastoral
psychotherapists/pastoral counselors
at intermediate and advanced levels
of clinical training and also for
experienced pastoral counselors and
psychotherapists in professional
practice. It harvests the great
potential of postmodern sensibilities
to help, accompany, and support
individuals, couples, and families in
recognizing and healing especially
painful psychic wounds, and/or
longstanding patterns of selfdefeating relationships to self and
others. Pamela Cooper-White's widely
praised work, which has always
5/33
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integrated cutting-edge notions from
the social sciences into pastoral
therapy, here takes a distinctive and
promising turn toward the relational
and the theological. Pastoral
psychotherapy, she argues, needs to
find its framework in a strongly
relational idea of the person, God,
and health. Illustrated throughout by
four key case studies, Cooper-White
shows in Part 1 how multiplicity and
relationality provide a dynamic and
exciting way of viewing human
potential and pain. In Part 2 she
unfolds the practical applications of
this paradigm for a strongly empathic
therapeutic relationship and process.
Human Development and Faith (Second
Edition) Felicity Kelcourse
2015-07-28 This book, now in its
second edition, brings together the
best available understandings of
braided-selves-collected-essays-on-multiplicity-god-and-persons

human development from a
multidisciplinary perspective.
Uniquely inclusive of the moral and
faith dimensions of context and lifecycle development, Human Development
and Faith examines the interplay of
mind, body, family, community, and
soul at every stage of development.
It addresses two central questions:
What are the "good-enough" conditions
of parenting, family, and community
in each phase of life, from birth to
death, that support growth and
development? What gives life adequate
meaning as development proceeds? If
human development describes the
normative and hoped-for passages of
life, then faith provides the
necessary component of meaning.
Throughout the various perspectives
offered in this volume is the premise
that faith is that quality of living
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that makes it possible to fully
live.The Journal of Pastoral Theology
called the first edition of Human
Development and Faith "an excellent
text for pastoral theology courses,
because it fulfills its ambitious
goal of bringing a holistic faith
perspective to the usual topics of
development." This second edition
includes a new chapter on infancy,
updates reflecting our growing
awareness of cultural diversity, and
a new preface.
Gender, Violence, and Justice Pamela
Cooper-White 2019-03-20 Gender,
Violence, and Justice is a volume of
collected essays by an expert in the
field of violence against women and
pastoral theology. It represents over
three decades of research, advocacy,
and pastoral theological reflection
on the subject of sexual and domestic
braided-selves-collected-essays-on-multiplicity-god-and-persons

violence. Topics include intimate
partner violence, sexual abuse and
trauma, and clergy sexual misconduct;
controversial theological issues such
as forgiveness; and, as well,
positive frameworks for fostering
well-being in families, church, and
society. Framed by a foreword and an
introduction that place this work in
the context of new and contemporary
challenges in theory and practice,
these essays show an evolution of
issues and frameworks for theology,
care, and activism arising over time
from the movement to end violence
against women (both within and beyond
religious communities)—while at the
same time demonstrating an unchanging
core commitment to gender justice.
Braided Selves Pamela Cooper-White
2011-06-10 What if we are more
multiple as persons than traditional
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psychology has taught us to believe?
And what if our multiplicity is a
part of how we are made in the very
image of a loving, relational,
multiple God? How have modern,
Western notions of Oneness caused
harm--to both individuals and
society? And how can an appreciation
of our multiplicity help liberate the
voices of those who live at the
margins, both of society and within
our own complex selves? Braided
Selves explores these questions from
the perspectives of postmodern
pastoral psychology and Trinitarian
theology, with implications for the
practice of spiritual care,
counseling, and psychotherapy. This
volume gathers ten years of essays on
this theme by preeminent pastoral
theologian Pamela Cooper-White, whose
writings bring into dialogue
braided-selves-collected-essays-on-multiplicity-god-and-persons

postmodern, feminist, and
psychoanalytic theory and
constructive theology.
The Practice of Pastoral Care Carrie
Doehring 2014-12-05 The Practice of
Pastoral Care has become a popular
seminary textbook for courses in
pastoral care and a manual for
clinical pastoral education. In it,
Doehring encourages counselors to
view their ministry through a
trifocal lens that incorporates
premodern, modern, and postmodern
approaches to religious and
psychological knowledge. Doehring
describes the basic ingredients of a
caregiving relationship, shows how to
use the caregiver's life experience
as a source of authority, and
demonstrates how to develop the skill
of listening and establishing the
actual relationship. This new edition
8/33
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elaborates on and expands the
author's previous work, adding an
intercultural perspective that gives
more attention to religious pluralism
in the pastoral care setting. It
offers a road map for using a stepby-step narrative, relational,
embodied approach to spiritual care
that respects the unique ways people
live out their values and beliefs,
especially in coping with stress,
loss, and violence. Readers will be
able to confidently and
professionally offer pastoral care
and counseling to members of their
congregations or other places of
ministry.
Pastoral Aesthetics Nathan Carlin
2019-03-06 It is often said that
bioethics emerged from theology in
the 1960s, and that since then it has
grown into a secular enterprise,
braided-selves-collected-essays-on-multiplicity-god-and-persons

yielding to other disciplines and
professions such as philosophy and
law. During the 1970s and 1980s, a
kind of secularism in biomedicine and
related areas was encouraged by the
need for a neutral language that
could provide common ground for
guiding clinical practice and
research protocols. Tom Beauchamp and
James Childress, in their pivotal The
Principles of Biomedical Ethics,
achieved this neutrality through an
approach that came to be known as
"principlist bioethics." In Pastoral
Aesthetics, Nathan Carlin critically
engages Beauchamp and Childress by
revisiting the role of religion in
bioethics and argues that pastoral
theologians can enrich moral
imagination in bioethics by
cultivating an aesthetic sensibility
that is theologically-informed,
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psychologically-sophisticated,
therapeutically-oriented, and
experientially-grounded. To achieve
these ends, Carlin employs Paul
Tillich's method of correlation by
positioning four principles of
bioethics with four images of
pastoral care, drawing on a range of
sources, including painting, fiction,
memoir, poetry, journalism, cultural
studies, clinical journals, classic
cases in bioethics, and original
pastoral care conversations. What
emerges is a form of
interdisciplinary inquiry that will
be of special interest to
bioethicists, theologians, and
chaplains.
The Practice of Pastoral Care,
Revised and Expanded Edition Carrie
Doehring 2015-01-12 The Practice of
Pastoral Care has become a popular
braided-selves-collected-essays-on-multiplicity-god-and-persons

seminary textbook for courses in
pastoral care and a manual for
clinical pastoral education. In it,
Doehring encourages counselors to
view their ministry through a
trifocal lens that incorporates
premodern, modern, and postmodern
approaches to religious and
psychological knowledge. Doehring
describes the basic ingredients of a
caregiving relationship, shows how to
use the caregiver's life experience
as a source of authority, and
demonstrates how to develop the skill
of listening and establishing the
actual relationship. This new edition
elaborates on and expands the
author's previous work, adding an
intercultural perspective that gives
more attention to religious pluralism
in the pastoral care setting. It
offers a road map for using a step10/33
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by-step narrative, relational,
embodied approach to spiritual care
that respects the unique ways people
live out their values and beliefs,
especially in coping with stress,
loss, and violence. Readers will be
able to confidently and
professionally offer pastoral care
and counseling to members of their
congregations or other places of
ministry.
Recognizing Other Subjects Katherine
E Lassiter 2017-01-26 How do we care
justly when the self suffers because
of the identity that they inhabit?
Pastoral theologian Katharine E.
Lassiter approaches this
interdisciplinary question from a
feminist perspective in order to
understand how suffering, subject
formation, and social injustice are
connected. Lassiter identifies the
braided-selves-collected-essays-on-multiplicity-god-and-persons

challenges of identity in developing
a pastoral theological anthropology,
reflecting on tensions in her own
experiences of caring for selves.
Drawing from theories of recognition,
she argues that doing just care
requires recognizing the need for
recognition as well as acknowledging
the impediments to receiving
interpersonal, social, and
theological recognition. Bringing
together resources from pastoral
theology and social theory, she
develops a feminist pastoral theology
and praxis of encounter in order to
advance a care that does justice.
Scholars, social justice
practitioners, and pastoral
caregivers will be able to use this
resource to discover not only how and
why recognition affects human
development but also how we might
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implement a liberative theological
praxis that is attentive to the role
of recognition in subject formation.
Through Dangerous Terrain Jennifer
Baldwin 2020-12-09 When times of
threat and uncertainty come, it can
be challenging to know what to do or
how to help. Through Dangerous
Terrain provides a guide and map for
how to understand the human threatresponse system, how we connect in
times of safety, and how to provide
wise and informed leadership during
and after threat or trauma events.
Though it is written in the context
of the Covid-19 pandemic and offers
some reflections particular to the
viral pandemic, it can be applied to
any experience of personal or
societal threat. When we can more
fully understand how human physiology
detects threats and seeks safety, we
braided-selves-collected-essays-on-multiplicity-god-and-persons

can mobilize the gifts of our
religious and spiritual traditions
and communities to offer the
community care that is essential for
health and outside the purview of
traditional therapeutic contexts.
This book offers key insights from
leading trauma care models (Internal
Family Systems, Somatic Experiencing,
and Polyvagal Theory), neuroscience,
and pastoral care to help religious
and spiritual community leaders offer
informed care, hope, and support in
the face of threat and trauma.
Interrogating the Language of "Self"
and "Other" in the History of Modern
Christian Mission Man-Hei Yip
2020-08-05 This book offers a
critical analysis of the use of
language in mission studies. Language
and Christian missionary activity
intersect in complicated ways to
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objectify the other in cross-cultural
situations. Rethinking missiological
language is both urgent and necessary
to subvert narratives that continue
to fetishize the other as cultural
stereotypes. The project takes a step
forward to reconceptualize otherness
as gift, and such an affirmation
should create a pathway for human
flourishing and furthermore, open new
avenues for missiological exploration
to address issues arising from a
world dominated by bigoted
discourses, lies, and hate speech.
Gender, Violence, and Justice Pamela
Cooper-White 2019-03-20 Gender,
Violence, and Justice is a volume of
collected essays by an expert in the
field of violence against women and
pastoral theology. It represents over
three decades of research, advocacy,
and pastoral theological reflection
braided-selves-collected-essays-on-multiplicity-god-and-persons

on the subject of sexual and domestic
violence. Topics include intimate
partner violence, sexual abuse and
trauma, and clergy sexual misconduct;
controversial theological issues such
as forgiveness; and, as well,
positive frameworks for fostering
well-being in families, church, and
society. Framed by a foreword and an
introduction that place this work in
the context of new and contemporary
challenges in theory and practice,
these essays show an evolution of
issues and frameworks for theology,
care, and activism arising over time
from the movement to end violence
against women (both within and beyond
religious communities)--while at the
same time demonstrating an unchanging
core commitment to gender justice.
Trauma-Sensitive Theology Jennifer
Baldwin 2018-09-20 The intention of
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Trauma Sensitive Theology is to help
theologians, professors, clergy,
spiritual care givers, and therapists
speak well of God and faith without
further wounding survivors of trauma.
It explores the nature of traumatic
exposure, response, processing, and
recovery and its impact on
constructive theology and pastoral
leadership and care. Through the
lenses of contemporary traumatology,
somatics, and the Internal Family
Systems model of psychotherapy, the
text offers a framework for seeing
trauma and its impact in the lives of
individuals, communities, society,
and within our own sacred texts. It
argues that care of traumatic
wounding must include all dimensions
of the human person, including our
spiritual practices, religious
rituals and community participation,
braided-selves-collected-essays-on-multiplicity-god-and-persons

and theological thinking. As such,
clergy and spiritual care
professionals have an important role
to play in the recovery of traumatic
wounding and fostering of resiliency.
This book explores how traumainformed congregational leaders can
facilitate resiliency and offers one
way of thinking theologically in
response to traumatizing abuses of
relational power and our resources
for restoration.
Lucrecia the Dreamer Kelly Bulkeley
2018-02-27 Set in late sixteenthcentury Spain, this book tells the
gripping story of Lucrecia de León, a
young woman of modest background who
gained a dangerously popular
reputation as a prophetic dreamer
predicting apocalyptic ruin for her
country. When Lucrecia was still a
teenager, several Catholic priests
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took great interest in her prolific
dreams and began to record them in
detail. But the growing public
attention to the dreams eventually
became too much for the Spanish king.
Stung that Lucrecia had accurately
foreseen the defeat of the Spanish
Armada in 1588, Philip II ordered the
Inquisition to arrest her on charges
of heresy and sedition. During
Lucrecia's imprisonment, trial, and
torture, the carefully collected
records of her dreams were preserved
and analyzed by the court. The
authenticity of these dreams, and
their potentially explosive
significance, became the focal point
of the Church's investigation.
Returning to these records of a
dreamer from another era, Lucrecia
the Dreamer is the first book to
examine Lucrecia's dreams as dreams,
braided-selves-collected-essays-on-multiplicity-god-and-persons

as accurate reports of psychological
experiences with roots in the brain's
natural cycles of activity during
sleep. Using methods from the
cognitive science of religion, dream
researcher Kelly Bulkeley finds
meaningful patterns in Lucrecia's
dreaming prophecies and sheds new
light on the infinitely puzzling
question at the center of her trial,
a question that has vexed all
religious traditions throughout
history: How can we determine if a
dream is, or is not, a true
revelation?
Embracing the Ivory Tower and Stained
Glass Windows Jennifer Baldwin
2015-12-17 This book brings together
contributions from scholars from
Europe and the United States to honor
the theological work of Antje
Jackelén, the first female Archbishop
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of the Church of Sweden. In
Archbishop Antje Jackelén’s
installation homily, she identifies
the strength of the Church as a
“global network of prayer threads.”
This book is an honorary and
celebratory volume providing a
“global network of prayerful essays”
by contributors from a variety of
academic disciplines to creatively
engage, reflect, and illuminate the
theological work of Archbishop
Jackelén. Prior to her tenure in the
Church of Sweden as Bishop of the
Diocese of Lund and now the
Archbishop of the Church of Sweden,
Jackelén served as professor of
Systematic Theology, Director of the
Zygon Center and President of
European Society for the Study of
Science and Religion (ESSSAT). While
each essay intentionally embraces the
braided-selves-collected-essays-on-multiplicity-god-and-persons

theological and ministerial work of
Jackelén during her academic tenure,
they also venture into areas as
diverse as climate change, media
studies, human uniqueness,
hermeneutics, time, ethics, Christian
theological tradition and history,
traumatology, politics and society.
As the first diverse explication of
the theological thinking of
Archbishop Jackelén by her
theological colleagues, this text
provides scholars with an expansion
of the scope of Archbishop Jackelén’s
theological thinking and initiates
laity into the impact of Jackelén
thinking that combines with grace and
precision the traditions of the
Church, the challenges and gifts of
the sciences, and the needs and
longings of society and the world.
Feminist Trauma Theologies Karen
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O'Donnell 2020-02-28 With
contributions from a diverse team of
scholars, Feminist Trauma Theologies
is an essential resource for all
thinkers and practitioners who are
trying to navigate the current
conversations around theology,
suffering, and feminism.
Your Symphony of Selves James Fadiman
2020-08-04 Why you are a different
you at different times and how that’s
both normal and healthy • Reveals
that each of us is made up of
multiple selves, any of which can
come to the forefront in different
situations • Offers examples of
healthy multiple selves from
psychology, neuroscience, pop
culture, literature, and ancient
cultures and traditions • Explores
how to harmonize our selves and learn
to access whichever one is best for a
braided-selves-collected-essays-on-multiplicity-god-and-persons

given situation Offering
groundbreaking insight into the
dynamic nature of personality, James
Fadiman and Jordan Gruber show that
each of us is comprised of distinct,
autonomous, and inherently valuable
“selves.” They also show that
honoring each of these selves is a
key to improved ways of living,
loving, and working. Explaining that
it is normal to have multiple selves,
the authors offer insights into why
we all are inconsistent at times,
allowing us to become more accepting
of the different parts of who we and
other people are. They explore,
through extensive reviews, how the
concept of healthy multiple selves
has been supported in science,
popular culture, spirituality,
philosophy, art, literature, and
ancient traditions and cite well17/33
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known people, including David Bowie
and Beyoncé, who describe accessing
another self at a pivotal point in
their lives to resolve a pressing
challenge. Instead of seeing the
existence of many selves as a flaw or
pathology, the authors reveal that
the healthiest people, mentally and
emotionally, are those that have
naturally learned to appreciate and
work in harmony with their own
symphony of selves. They identify
“the Single Self Assumption” as the
prime reason why the benefits of
having multiple selves has been
ignored. This assumption holds that
we each are or ought to be a single
consistent self, yet we all
recognize, in reality, that we are
different in different situations.
Offering a pragmatic approach, the
authors show how you can prepare for
braided-selves-collected-essays-on-multiplicity-god-and-persons

situations by shifting to the
appropriate self, rather than being
“switched” or “triggered” into a suboptimal part of who you are. They
also show how recognizing your selves
provides increased access to skills,
talent, and creativity; enhanced
energy; and improved healing and pain
management. Appreciating your diverse
selves will give you more empathy
toward yourself and others. By
harmonizing your symphony of selves,
you can learn to be “in the right
mind at the right time” more often.
The Psychology of Christian
Nationalism Pamela Cooper-White
2022-05-17 How do we address
polarization in American society? The
question has been pressing for years.
The events of January 6, 2021, made
it even more urgent. For Pamela
Cooper-White the way forward lies in
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balancing the pastoral and the
prophetic. Though difficult, our
calling to fight for justice and our
duty to love our neighbor must be
held together.
In Counterpoint Kristine Suna-Koro
2017-05-01 What does postcoloniality
have to do with sacramentality? How
do diasporic lives and imaginaries
shape the course of postcolonial
sacramental theology? Neither
postcolonial theorists nor
sacramental theologians have hitherto
sought to engage in a sustained
dialogue with one another. In this
trailblazing volume, Kristine SunaKoro brings postcolonialism, diaspora
discourse, and Christian sacramental
theology into a mutually critical and
constructive transdisciplinary
conversation. Dialoguing with
thinkers as diverse as Edward Said
braided-selves-collected-essays-on-multiplicity-god-and-persons

and Gayatri Spivak as well as Francis
D'Sa, S.J., Martin Luther, Mayra
Rivera, and John Chryssavgis, the
author offers a postcolonial
retrieval of sacramentality through a
robust theological engagement with
the postcolonial notions of
hybridity, contrapuntality,
planetarity, and Third Space. While
exploring the methodological
potential of diasporic imaginary in
theology, this innovative book
advances the notion of sacramental
pluriverse and of Christ as its
paradigmatic crescendo within the
sacramental economy of creation and
redemptive transformation. In the
context of ecological degradation, In
Counterpoint argues that it is vital
for the postcolonial sacramental
renewal to be rooted in ethics as a
uniquely postcolonial fundamental
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theology.
Something Greater Jeanne Choy Tate
2013-05-21 Every day, Americans rub
shoulders with the cultures of the
world--on the sidewalks of their
cities and, increasingly, in small
towns and rural areas. As civil
discourse becomes increasingly
divisive, many long for our nation to
better deal with its diversity. Yet
Americans also wonder how far the
nation can stretch to embrace
diversity and still maintain an
identity. Ethnic and faith
communities, Americans of many
varieties, share a fear of losing
their traditions. Will the next
generation still honor the values of
caring for others and contributing to
community life? The psychology of
individualism that underlies American
life is no longer adequate to guide a
braided-selves-collected-essays-on-multiplicity-god-and-persons

future filled with diversity.
America's children may have wings to
soar into the future, but they lack
roots connecting them to a shared
heritage. Something Greater explores
the impact of individualism on
American child-rearing practices, and
its inability to deal with diversity
while sustaining life together in
families and communities. By
contrasting the intergenerational
values of biblical and Chinese
communities and current infant
research with her own experiences in
San Francisco's Chinatown, the author
reveals how the living stories of
heritage that lie at the heart of
human development speak to a deep
American hunger for shared values and
connectedness in family and
community.
Varieties of Gifts Cynthia G. Lindner
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2016-04-08 Varieties of Gifts
illuminates the inner lives of clergy
who lead with courage and creativity.
Drawing on in-depth interviews, the
book shows that multiple-mindedness
is an essential ingredient for
healthy ministry. Rather than an
unattainable “quick fix,” the book
profiles relatable pastors and
congregations whose lives highlight
the potential for multiple identities
to enhance pastoral life, even in
challenging times.
The Integrity of the Body of Christ
Arden Mahlberg 2016-05-23 For
religious communities to have
integrity and credibility they must
flourish as places of love and
respect. Every aspect of church life
is defined and protected by essential
boundaries: boundaries around space,
time, thought, speech, will, emotion,
braided-selves-collected-essays-on-multiplicity-god-and-persons

and behavior--both for clergy and
church members. Lack of awareness and
attention to boundary keeping
diminishes the integrity of the
church and harms its mission, whereas
insight and vigilance about best
practices lend freedom and energy to
the calling of the church to care for
others and to reach out to the world.
In a flourishing Christian community,
a wide array of boundaries must be
recognized, celebrated, and
navigated--from the boundaries that
define and protect us as individual
persons to role boundaries and the
boundaries that define essential
communal functions, such as worship.
This book is no conventional account
of boundaries. It takes a
comprehensive approach to the
challenge of understanding and
creating healthy boundaries. It
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applies the lessons from the emerging
field of behavioral ethics to the
rich and rewarding complexity of
boundaries in church life, helping us
to be more loving and responsible in
how we think, speak, and act, so that
the church can be true to its
identity and mission.
Transforming Wisdom Felicity
Kelcourse 2015-10-09 Transforming
Wisdom offers an extensive,
multidisciplinary introduction to
pastoral psychotherapy from some of
the most respected practitioners in
the field. With special attention to
theological perspectives on the
practice of psychotherapy, this
collection of essays will be useful
to students seeking an orientation to
the art and science of pastoral
psychotherapy as well as to seasoned
professionals looking to refresh and
braided-selves-collected-essays-on-multiplicity-god-and-persons

renew their practice. As the
subtitle, Pastoral Psychotherapy in
Theological Perspective, suggests,
this book is intended to represent
the field of pastoral psychotherapy
as a mental-health discipline that
maintains intentional dialogue with
its theological roots. Even as
pastoral psychotherapy has developed
from the ancient notion of the cure
of souls to the current search for a
psychology of happiness, therapists
grounded in faith communities seek a
practice that is respectful of all
persons, mindful of the deep wisdom
that emanates from the true self, or
soul. While many contributors write
from a psychoanalytic or
psychodynamic perspective grounded in
Christian theological idioms, diverse
theoretical perspectives, including
Emotionally Focused Couples Therapy,
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Narrative Therapy, Buddhist
Mindfulness, and Jungian
understanding of individuation, are
represented.
Embracing Disruptive Coherence
Kathleen T. Talvacchia 2019-04-18
Does anyone need to come out anymore?
Queer theory has challenged the idea
of coming out as problematic for its
false binary and essentialized
version of identity. If gender is a
socially constructed performativity,
then what does coming out mean? At
the same time, we live in a society
that still struggles with structures
of power that define what is
considered normal and sanctions those
who transgress. The intersectionality
of gender with race, class,
ethnicity, nationality, abilities,
religion, age and other positional
markers challenge a simplified belief
braided-selves-collected-essays-on-multiplicity-god-and-persons

that coming out is not necessary.
Therefore, in the lived experience of
many persons coming out still
matters. This book initiates a
different theological conversation
about coming out. It argues that
rather than the declaration of an
identity category, coming out can be
understood as the erotic ethical
practice of truth-telling. The
formation of conscience and moral
integrity embody the two pillars of
this erotic practice. Coming out
understood as “disruptive coherence”
is the erotic ethical practice of
truth-telling grounded in our deepest
desires to be known authentically in
community.
Postcolonial Practices of Care
Hellena Moon 2022-07-18 This
anthology seeks to theorize a method
of a radical, decolonial spiritual23/33
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care paradigm that can chart a new
course in defining—or reframing—what
is “spiritual,” what is theological,
and what is “care.” Postcolonial
Practices of Care presents voices of
educators, chaplains, students,
human-rights and disability
activists, and other professionals to
highlight the problems of
disciplinary divides and
binaries—such as pastoral/spiritual
or ordinary/sacred. In focusing on
the practices of care during the
pandemic, the editors see their book
as contributing to ongoing paradigm
shifts and the importance of
decoloniality as a method in the
field of pastoral care. The praxis of
spiritual care addresses—and
interrogates—the history of spiritual
violence and its imbrication with
modernity/coloniality, colonialism,
braided-selves-collected-essays-on-multiplicity-god-and-persons

racial capitalism, neoliberalism, and
(conscious and unconscious) white
Christian supremacy that constructed
not only the pastoral and the
spiritual but also its divide: the
pastoral/spiritual. Such a framework
focuses on “religious” difference
without probing or critiquing how
those differences have reified
hierarchies of superiority or
sustained ideologies of Euro-centric
monocultural ethnocentrism. We want
to emphasize the shared practices
that bring us together as human
beings on Earth rather than to prove
we are better, or more unique, than
one another.
Qualitative Research in Theological
Education Mary Clark Moschella
2018-09-28 Qualitative Research in
Theological Education brings together
a diverse group of scholars to
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consider the theological values
arising from and contributing to
their use of qualitative research in
scholarship and teaching. The book
offers a careful consideration of the
pedagogical and administrative
challenges involved in teaching
qualitative research and its various
sub-disciplines such as ethnography.
As a whole, the book argues that the
teaching of QR methods is critical to
the theological, ethical, spiritual,
and/or pastoral formation of
ministers and theological scholars
With contributions from Jody Clarke,
David M. Csinos, Elaine Graham, Brett
C. Hoover, Tone Stangeland Kaufman,
Bernardine Ketelaars, Boyung Lee,
Dawn Llewellyn, David M. Mellott,
Nichole Renée Phillips, Apipa
Prachyapruit, Anthony G. Reddie,
Siroj Sorajjakool, Todd D. Whitmore,
braided-selves-collected-essays-on-multiplicity-god-and-persons

and Natalie Wigg-Stevenson.
Old and Dirty Gods Pamela CooperWhite 2017-11-20 Freud’s collection
of antiquities—his "old and dirty
gods"—stood as silent witnesses to
the early analysts’ paradoxical
fascination and hostility toward
religion. Pamela Cooper-White argues
that antisemitism, reaching back
centuries before the Holocaust, and
the acute perspective from the
margins that it engendered among the
first analysts, stands at the very
origins of psychoanalytic theory and
practice. The core insight of
psychoanalytic thought— that there is
always more beneath the surface
appearances of reality, and that this
"more" is among other things
affective, memory-laden and
psychological—cannot fail to have had
something to do with the experiences
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of the first Jewish analysts in their
position of marginality and
oppression in Habsburg-Catholic
Vienna of the 20th century. The book
concludes with some parallels between
the decades leading to the Holocaust
and the current political situation
in the U.S. and Europe, and their
implications for psychoanalytic
practice today. Covering Pfister,
Reik, Rank, and Spielrein as well as
Freud, Cooper-White sets out how the
first analysts’ position as Europe’s
religious and racial "Other" shaped
the development of psychoanalysis,
and how these tensions continue to
affect psychoanalysis today. Old and
Dirty Gods will be of great interest
to psychoanalysts as well as
religious studies scholars.
Practicality of Grace in Protestant
Theology Michael G. Maness 2021-05-20
braided-selves-collected-essays-on-multiplicity-god-and-persons

These 15 articles were chosen by
Testamentum Imperium Founder Kevaughn
Mattis with Michael G. Maness from
among 163 articles published in the
2011 online journal. Each author was
chosen for their expertise and
decades of experience in the practice
of pastoral care in their unique
fields. How the practicality of grace
applies in suicide, sex addiction,
sexual assault, shame, hospital or
prison chaplaincy, even in
eschatology and forgiveness is
covered by these veterans in the
field. The articles touch a broad
scope of affliction from physical to
moral dilemmas. And part of the
choice was not to find from the 163
those who see eye-to-eye. We desired
to share the unique expertise. Each
author is a weathered captain who has
ferried souls across tumultuous waves
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of grief, confusion, self-control,
and internal torment to a port of
healing and peaceful victory. With
contributions from: Peter Lillback
Glenn R. Kreider Terry Ann Smith
Timothy J. Demy Patricia Cuyatti
Chavez Leon Harris Christopher D.
Surber Keith A. Evans Alan M. Martin
LaVerne Bell-Tolliver John DelHousaye
Enrique Ramos Sabrina N. Gilchrist D.
J. Louw
Practical Theology in Church and
Society Joseph E. Bush 2016-07-20 The
church exists in the world, and our
ministry is inextricably social in
nature. Practical theology takes this
seriously and asks us to reflect on
our practice of ministry in both
church and society. This book attends
to our practice as individuals in
ministry, to our corporate practice
as congregations in ministry, and to
braided-selves-collected-essays-on-multiplicity-god-and-persons

our practice as Christians within the
wider social and natural world.
Practical Theology in Church and
Society brings into sharper focus two
perspectives on practical theology.
One is the view through the wideangle lens of justice-oriented
action, which hopes for liberation.
This view encompasses a broad vista
of social forces for justice and
injustice when evaluating local
movements and local ministries. The
other perspective takes the narrower
focus of the action-reflection model
as it is used to zoom in on
individual actions and particular
practices of ministry such as
pastoral care. The purpose of the
book is to integrate these two
perspectives on practical theology.
It explicates a cyclical method for
doing theology that has corollaries
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within the disciplines of practical
theology, liberation theology,
missiology, congregation studies, and
ministerial leadership. The volume
provides resources for developing
more socially and ecologically
engaged ministries, and it draws
implications for ministerial
education.
Creating Resistances: Pastoral Care
in a Postcolonial World Melinda
McGarrah Sharp 2019-10-01 In Creating
Resistances: Pastoral Care in a
Postcolonial World, Melinda McGarrah
Sharp studies the concept of
resistance to outline what
postcolonial pastoral care can look
like in practice, particularly for
people who feel more removed from the
urgency of today’s postcolonial
realities.
When One Religion Isn't Enough Duane
braided-selves-collected-essays-on-multiplicity-god-and-persons

R. Bidwell 2018-11-13 An exploration
into the lives of people who embrace
two or more religious traditions, and
what this growing community tells us
about change in our society Named a
best book of 2018 by Library Journal
In the United States, we often assume
religious and spiritual identity are
pure, static, and singular. But some
people regularly cross religious
boundaries. These “spiritually fluid”
people celebrate complex religious
bonds, and in the process they blur
social categories, evoke prejudice,
and complicate religious communities.
Their presence sparks questions: How
and why do people become spiritually
fluid? Are they just confused or
unable to commit? How do we make
sense of them? When One Religion
Isn’t Enough explores the lives of
spiritually fluid people, revealing
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that while some chose multiple
religious belonging, many more
inherit it. For many North Americans,
the complicated legacies of
colonialism are part of their family
story, and they may consider
themselves both Christian and Hindu,
or Buddhist, or Yoruban, or one of
the many other religions native to
colonized lands. For some Asian
Americans, singular religious
identity may seem an alien concept,
as many East Asian nations freely mix
Buddhist, Confucian, Taoist, and
other traditions. Some African
American Christians are consciously
seeking to reconnect with ancestral
spiritualities. And still other
people are born into religiously
mixed families. Jewish-Christian
intermarriage led the way in the US,
but religious diversity here is only
braided-selves-collected-essays-on-multiplicity-god-and-persons

increasing: almost four in ten
Americans (39 percent) who have
married since 2010 have a spouse who
is in a different religious group.
Through in-depth conversations with
spiritually fluid people, renowned
scholar Duane Bidwell explores how
people come to claim and be claimed
by multiple religious traditions, how
spiritually fluid people engage
radically opposed truth claims, and
what this growing population tells us
about change within our communities.
Braided Selves Pamela Cooper-White
2011-06-10 What if we are more
multiple as persons than traditional
psychology has taught us to believe?
And what if our multiplicity is a
part of how we are made in the very
image of a loving, relational,
multiple God? How have modern,
Western notions of Oneness caused
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harm--to both individuals and
society? And how can an appreciation
of our multiplicity help liberate the
voices of those who live at the
margins, both of society and within
our own complex selves? Braided
Selves explores these questions from
the perspectives of postmodern
pastoral psychology and Trinitarian
theology, with implications for the
practice of spiritual care,
counseling, and psychotherapy. This
volume gathers ten years of essays on
this theme by preeminent pastoral
theologian Pamela Cooper-White, whose
writings bring into dialogue
postmodern, feminist, and
psychoanalytic theory and
constructive theology.
Can You Hear My Pain Now? Michael G.
Maness 2022-05-05 Pastoral care and
its theology get a gentle boost from
braided-selves-collected-essays-on-multiplicity-god-and-persons

some of the best in the business of
caring for the soul. When a person
hurts, they often look to God.
Several pathfinders give new light
from their specialties, each one
speaking powerfully, uniquely, and
artfully from decades of experience.
Dr. Amos Yong’s article on disability
forwards the amazingly helpful term,
“temporarily able-bodied.” Greek
Orthodox Dr. Vasileios Thermos and
Roman Catholic Dr. Robert Fastiggi
enlighten next to the powerful
testaments of Professor Godfrey
Harold on South Africa and Dr. Samuel
Yonas Deressa on Ethiopia. Each
weathered author contributes
universal insights into the grace of
our great God and challenges pastors
throughout the Christian world to
kindly consider the heart of the
afflicted. These finely hewn stones
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can be used by anyone in the ministry
to sharpen their serve. Mattis and
Maness offer this third collection
from Testamentum Imperium with a
prayer that these will open new
avenues of sensitivity to the hearts
and souls of those in travail and aid
those who are called by God to serve
those in pain.
Sensing Sacred Jennifer Baldwin
2016-08-30 Sensing Sacred is an
edited volume that explores the
critical intersection of “religion”
and “body” through the religious lens
of practical theology, with an
emphasis on sensation as the embodied
means in which human beings know
themselves, others, and the divine in
the world. The manuscript argues that
all human interaction and practice,
including religious praxis, engages
“body” through at least one of the
braided-selves-collected-essays-on-multiplicity-god-and-persons

human senses (touch, smell, hearing,
taste, sight,
kinestics/proprioception).
Unfortunately, body—and, more
specifically and ironically,
sensation—is eclipsed in contemporary
academic scholarship that is
inherently bent toward the realm of
theory and ideas. This is unfortunate
because it neglects bodies, physical
or communal, as the repository and
generator of culturally conditioned
ideas and theory. It is ironic
because all knowledge transmission
minimally requires several senses
including sight, touch, and hearing.
Sensing Sacred is organized into two
parts. The first section devotes a
chapter to each human sense as an
avenue of accessing religious
experience; while the second section
explores religious practices as they
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specifically focus on one or more
senses. The overarching aim of the
volume is to explicitly highlight
each sense and utilize the
theoretical lenses of practical
theology to bring to vivid life the
connections between essential
sensation and religious thinking and
practice.
Sabina Spielrein and the Beginnings
of Psychoanalysis Pamela Cooper-White
2019-03-20 Sabina Spielrein stands as
both an important and tragic
figure—misunderstood or
underestimated by her fellow analysts
(including Jung and Freud) and often
erased in the annals of
psychoanalytic history. Her story has
not only been largely forgotten, but
actively (though unconsciously)
repressed as the figure who
represented a trauma buried in the
braided-selves-collected-essays-on-multiplicity-god-and-persons

early history of psychoanalysis.
Sabina Spielrein and the Beginnings
of Psychoanalysis joins the growing
field of scholarship on Spielrein’s
distinctive and significant
theoretical innovations at the
foundations of psychoanalysis and
serves as a new English language
source of some of Spielrein’s key
works. The book includes: Four
chapters by Felicity Brock Kelcourse,
Pamela Cooper-White, Klara
Naszkowska, and Adrienne Harris
spanning Spielrein’s life and
exploring her works in depth, with
new insights about her influence not
only on Jung and Freud, but also
Piaget in Geneva and Vygotsky and
Luria in Moscow. A timeline providing
readers with important historical
context including Spielrein, Freud,
Jung, other theorists, and historical
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events in Europe (1850-1950). Twelve
new translations of works by
Spielrein, ten of which are the first
ever translations into English from
the original French, German, or
Russian. Spielrein’s life and works
are currently undergoing a serious
and necessary critical reclamation,
as the fascinating chapters in this
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book attest. Sabina Spielrein and the
Beginnings of Psychoanalysis will be
of great significance to all
psychoanalysts, psychoanalytic
psychotherapists, analytical
psychologists, and scholars of
psychoanalysis interested in
Spielrein and the early development
of the field.
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